COSMOSES - 1982 Conversations
1/1-4

6 worlds in outer , 6 worlds in inner spiral diagram
as mirror image , each with time/size correspondence of
30,000x, but the same worlds.
1/5-8
Each world an integration of worlds below it , with the
universe the 'integration of all things' . Possibility of knowing
every world within and without and therefore the universe existing ' in a very little space '- through meditation.
1/9-14
Relation of different worlds dependent on ratio of their
energy exchange , and these functional velocities seen as
constants , with light as the limiting velocity on every scale .*
lnstantaneity of light= area of extent of consciousness and
depends on size of entity. Distortion of observer's viewpoint
beyond area of light's instantaneity , but possibility of
experiencing real world through expansion of consciousness.
('As we go inwards our consciousness expands')
1/15-18 'The size of the universe depends on the size of the
reference body' , with each larger or smaller world containing
the pattern of the whole universe within it. Individual man's
pattern discoverable.
1/19-22 Possibility of experiencing and enjoying the natural and
potent influence of the causal level within where everything
is one, and 'now'.

These papers are from Val VI ,' Time & Space'.
*(see Appendix Volume for velocity grid & table)
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- Tell me, h0w many di:tr:ferent c:osmoses are there, and what is their- relation
to each other?
- The diagram will help to make this c.lear.

You will s..e-e.' that the crosmos:ecs

above us are arranged in "tthe outer spiral, and' tfue. cr:osmoires below ua in t'he
0

inner spiral.
And man - individual man - is midway be'l;ween the t'.Wo?-

Yea, f~om man's: point o~ view that ia how things loo~.

He containS:

certain o.osmoseB· within him, and he is under the inf'luenc:.'e of a.artain
c.osmoses a.hove- him.

But really they are the samec worlds...

How do you me.an, they are the sama worlds!'
Imagine _you are looking upwards on a s:tarry nig-ht, and t-he great vault· of
heave11 ia above y.ou..

Then if you look downwards- at a pooj_ of wateT, the

same vault of heaven is: reflected in the . pool •••••.
- I think I s:eEr what you me:an - the inner and the out·e r are· tha same - one
is ac reflection of' the other.
- Yes:, t -hey are worlds of' the samec ord:er - elee::trons, and plane,ts, atomBand: solar systems, mole~ule:s and" s:ta:r clusterS::. and

S-O

on.

But there ia

more t'o it than that - the inner spiral is:- a mirror- image of the outer
spiral.
round·.

You know wha-t a mirro:rr image- iSc - everything is the other way

This explains a great many things - it explains how the medita-tion

works, for instance.
How db you mean?
Well, imagine you are a1: the point marked 'individual man'.
d!o th,e meditation y:ou go inwards -

When you

antic:lockwise: - towards:- tfue smalle:r and

smaller worlds within you, and if you go dreep enough you reach the centne:
the- s-ource of' light..

When you go outwards- dimin.g the dtzy you go in tihe

other direcrlion - rrlockwise - along the outer spiral.

And the further you

go the nearer you get to the light - the same light whia:h erista· in the

wor-J.ns-· wit-hin you.
- But how cran it be the s:ame light?

- rrha one isc a mirror- image: of· the other.-.

according to Thomas, ''The- kingdom
wi thou-v you".

or· heaven

As it s-ays, in the' Gospel

is witlhin you and it is

For the light exists; , both in the very large- world;a:,

and in the very small~
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- What is the real nature of the worl~ in which we liv~?

- There is not one world, there are many.
You me:an there are many worlds- ground use?
- Yes,, and wiithin us: itoo..

Man is one of a- number of worlds , built: on tihe

same pattern as h e is..
Then are

these· d1if.ferent worlds aliv~

Yesc, they are bonn-, live and die jus.1; aa we do, but their- in.me i5'
diff eren-t, f"rom otlT'l:f',..
How d·o y .o u mean, their· t:im-e is cfiffarenW
Each of them has, its · own ti.11tEP, a time which c-orrespond$ to i ta size=·.,

Ea;cli

ia infinitely larger tihan the world below it'-, andJ in:fini't,el-y sma:llJev ifuan:
the world above it ..
What do you mean by 'inf:initely larger and~ small1er'?'
I mean approrlmately· 30,000 times • .
Then how ma.-rzy worlds are there?:'
As you see from the diagram, there are si:x: worlds· in the outm:> s:pira-1. and

si.r worlds in the inner spiral.

Each of these wo:rrld:s is., crontained, one

within the other·, and above them all is the Uni verse=, which c-ont'ains· a:11
ot:her w-oF-lds- wii;;hin it.
And man - individ'ua1 man - is midway betwaeA the t:wo?,Yea, from man's point of!: view t'hat is: how things· are-.

He crontains· certad.n

world:$ within him, and he is:: u.nd'er t'he influencre of certaiin worlds abovec him.

But, put another wo:rrld in the position of ind'ividm.ail. man, and you will :ree
0

that the natwre of things has c::h.anged.

For· the· s:ola.r sys.-tem, for inS:"tance,

the e-a:rth, organic:: li:f.e and man are within i it - they fb:mn part of its-.
sttbsta.rm~, just as= eellsy mole-eules= and' atoms ferm part of our subfrlanc&..
- 'rhen wha:t is the difference between the worlds., in tha inner spiral and ithe:
worlds in the outer spiral?:·
- There is- no difference- -

they are the as:ame.
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Then what is the re:al me:aning of the inner and out:er spirals,?'

It is a quesi;ion of integration.
are within u.s -

The worlds in the inner spiral

they are: integrated into one whole, the whole we call

Each separate· c:all, for instance, may have i t-s· own individual

'man'.

life, but man e:x:periencres t'he effec:t of tfues:e scepara;te lives put t ,.ogether
into one expar.i.ancre, not· e:ach life · separately.

And; "bheo same: wi. th

molecru.les:.., a?l;oms:-· and even smaller entities.
- But in the outer spinal it· is different:'?
- Yes, consid:er the earth, for instance.

quee:tiorr,
know.

1 wha-t

is the

~ t h 1 s:

mind'?'

If we a sk ours-elve:s. the

we have t:o admit, we:c d:o not :rre:a-lly

We erpe:c;t tio f1nd scome s:ep arate organ of.: t'hought:- be:longillg' to t ihe
But what we: cannot a~ is that

earth~

Each of us has his own thoug,n.tm ·- .i:'11.~ -we- Jen.ow • .·
that of. all men·•

s though'lt$-,

~

are. the earth• a mi'nrh

But: the a:arth•s: miri:d is:

futegrat-ad into one whole. ·

- And- would~ the same: thing be true · of other flmciions be.longing to

t h e: e:arth?
- Yes,. organic:' lifi9, for instance, is: the· invegration of all living thingsin the~ biosphere.
- And this ini;egration contains s-omething ' more: tnan ti:he summatiqn : of" alr
liv-ing things? '

... Yes, it is the very ess-~mce or· life i t:self· - some-thing we· cannot. cronc:eive.
ri'hen is- each worrld an integration of that whic-h eriatsc in the- worltls,
be=low it?

- Yes, that is

S:O.

And tha univera-e isc the integra1;ion of alL things,, for:

it aantaina every world within it.•
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... In view of what you s~ about integration, how is it posmlble ever ito.
know· the worlds: above us-- as: tfu.ey r-eally a:.ref

- It is a quesi;ion of the level or integration.

If man were f:ully aware

of the inner spir:cd, he would"·, theoretically, be in tfrle S'alile position aa

the universe.'.
You mean he would know every world within him?

Yes.,, thai; ia tlhe· positi.on t'he: universe is in - the universe· knows eve:ny
world cronta:ined wJiin it - every world in the outer s:piral.
And they are· the same· wor-J.ds as thos-e in -the inner. apiral?
Yesy the s:ame worlds.

'fhen why db they se:am

d'iff.erenif.r·

ffO

- Becaus:e we can only see them from below.

If we c:ould know them f~om

above we should understand.
Then how can we learn to know· them :from above!!
- Through the med'i t~ion.

If we follow the• mantra- it will take us-: through

each of these worlds till we-r-e-ach the hig:hesi;, where , everyifuing· in
integrated into one: whole.

inner and' outer-.

US:

is

On this level there, ia- no ffiftference be:twaen

We are, in f ·act, t'he univerae: ...

- So the- unive-rse is- not Ito f'ar away?

- Ho, i~ is very near.
in a very little space:..

And. al though it s:eema t:o us: ao vaa-t, it erists::
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- About these different worlds you were describing, are they on different
levels - I mean, is one world higher in level than another?
- No, it is not like that.

Each world is complete in itself - it contains

all levels within it.
- But surely, higher levels of energy seem to belong to the very large and the
very small worlds, like galaxies and electrons, for instance.

Do

these worlds

also contain lower levels but we cannot see them?
- Yes, each world if it is complete contains every level.

But each world has a

certain relation to the worlds above and below it, and it is this on which levels
depend.
It is a law, a cosmic principle.
What kind of law do you mean?
- The greater the ratio between one world and another, the higher the level of
energy exchanged.
- You mean, for instance, that molecules provide man with higher energy than cells,
atoms than molecules, electrons than atoms, and so on?
- Yes, and the converse also is true - man himself provides higher levels of energy
to successive worlds above him.

But for another world it would be different.

You mean the relationships would change?
Yes, it is all a question of ratios

the ratio between one world and another.
You mean it is rather like velocity
isnt velocity a ra31,tio?
Yes, every function has its own characteristic velocity.
You mean corresponding functions, in corresponding worlds, have the same velocity?
Yes, the same actual velocity - it would seem to be so, for velocity is
independent of size.
in the universe.

In fact, velocity may well be the only constant thing
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- 'Tuey say that the highest velocity known to man is the velocity of light.
Would this velocity be the same for other worlds?
- If our theory is correct, light is a limiting velocity on every scale throughout
the universe.

But light is only instantaneous within certain limits, and it

is this which determines the area over which consciousness extends.
the world, the more these limits expand.

The larger

But the velocity of light remains

the same.
- You mean, for instance, that the earth's consciousness extends over a wider
area than that of man, the sun's consciousness over a wider area than the earth?
- Yes, and the same with the light which illumines it.

For man, light is only

instantaneous over quite a small area - about 30 kilometres.

But for the earth

it includes the whole solar system, and for the sun it extends to the nearest
stars.

As the world is larger, so its consciousness expands.

I dont quite see why this is?
Because time changes with size.
larger.

An

As the world is larger, so its time becomes

instant for the sun, for ipstance, is some 80 to I0O years, and

during this period light travels to

the nearest stars.

And the opposite would be true for the smaller worlds below us?
Yes, for the atom an instant is very small indeed.
would only travel about a thousandth of a millimeter

During this period light
a micron, as it is called.

But this area includes within it everything that the sun's area contains.
You mean it contains the same planets, the same stars?
Yea, if we could reach it we should know what the sunts consciousness is like.
But how can. this be?
They are ·worlds o:f the same: order.
You mean the one is a mirror image of the other?
Yes, a mirror image
a reflection in the pool.
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- You were saying that each world has a certain area over which its
consciousness extends?
Yes, the area over which light is instantaneous for it.
But what happens beyond this area?
Things become distorted.
The further away they are, the more

distorted

they become.
Then is our view of the universe unreal?
Yes, strictly speaking any part of the universe which cannot be seen
Over large distances it gets very unreal indeed.
instantaneously is unreal.
But why is it unreal?
Because we cannot see the universe as it is now - we only see it as it was.
In this
As worlds get further and further away from us they go into the past.
sense the universe has a certain curvature.
You mean, because light takes a certain time to reach us?
Yes, when we look up into the sky at night we see things as they were many
thousands, or even millions of yea~s ago.
So what is the answer - how can we discover the real world?
The answer lies within the human mind.

The human mind is an extraordinary

instrument
in its deeper areas the meaning of time changes.
How does it change?
It expands.

As we go inwards our consciousness expands, in just the same

way as the consciousness of different worlds expands.

The further we go

around the inner spiral, the greater the expansion in the outer spiral.
And in this way we can know and experience the real world?
Yes, there is no need for telescopes - we can see the world as it really is.

1/15
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I dont really understand this question of larger or smaller?
It is really very simple

there is no such thing as absolute size.

The

size of the universe depends on the size of the reference body.
- You mean for another world than our own the size of the universe would
be different?
Yes, the universe expands or contracts - it has no absolute size.
But surely a very small world like the electron cannot be aware of the whole
universe?
- That is how it seems to us~ but for the electron the universe is proportionate
to its size, just as our universe is proportionate to our size.
And yet it is the same universe?
Yes, there ia only one universe.
aspect, a different angle.
uniwerse within, it.

Each world is seeing it from a different

At the same time, each world c,:mtains the whole

How do you mean?
Each world has an outer and an inner ~piral.
universe - a universe in

Which

The outer spiral is the visible

objects appear to be separate and unrelated;

the inner spiral is the internal universe - a universe in which everything is one,
everything is integrated into one whole.
So every part of the universe contains the whole?
Yes, each world,. from the largest to the smallest, contains the pattern of the
whole universe, just as each cell in the human body contains the pattern or code
on which man's existence is based.
- So that would perhaps explain the underlying unity of purpose in all the
diverse phemomena we see around us?
- Yes, it would explain many things - many mysterious things we cannot see
outwardly, but sometimes begin to understand from within.

l / I7
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- If the outer world is so difficult to understand, would it not be better
to turn our attention inward?
- No, both are necessary - that is the real purpose of this method of meditation to unite the inner and the outer.
- It seems as if man has always tended to swing from one extreme to the other?
Yes, but here, in front of our eyes, is the answer.
univ~rse

Every entity in the

contains the pattern of the universe within it.

If we could see

this pattern unfolding we should understand the real meaning of life.
And would the same thing be true of ourselves?
Yes, each of us has a pattern within him which has to unfold naturally.

There

is nothing we have to do - only to avoid standing in the way.
And I suppose, to discover what that pattern is?
Yes, man is like a seed sown in the garden.

If it were not for the label on

the seed packet, no-one• could tell what the seed contains.
and it will grow into a plant and eventually flower.

But leave it alone

How does it all happen?

Who guides it and shapes it into a certain form and colour?

By whose will

does it grow to a certain size?
You mean this is all determined by the pattern within the seed?
Yes, but where does the pattern come from?
Who determined it?
- I would think it was determined by the Great Laboratory of Nature.
- Yes, man also has a great laboratory within himself - it is this we have to find.
When the inner and the outer worlds become

one, our highest aim is achieved.

l/1-9
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- You said last time that when the inner and the outer worlds become one, our
highest aim is achieved?
- Yes, that is the practical importance of this teaching about the universe.
It is something we never understood before.
- How do you see it practically?
Well, think about the meditation.

By going inwards during meditation it is

possible to reach the causal level - the place where everything is one.

During

the day this will influence all our actions.
But how does it influence our actions - what is the connection between the two?
- In the place where everything is one all the laws of the universe exist
together.

In a way we cannot understand the purpose of our existence is

already known.
And so during the day we have only to carry out this purpose?
Yes, the universal nature of things is felt in everything personal.
But I thought we had to give up the personal for the universal?
Oh no, there is nothing we have to give up.
Then what is it we have to do during the day?
Enjoy life - enjoy it to the full.
- But isnt there some special work - some discipline which would help?
No, that will prevent the natural flow of energy.
this method works.

Try to understand how

Energy belonging to the causal level is very potent.

A

little of it can have a very big effect.
- You mean it is the kind of thing we cannot forget?
- Yes, like being in love.

When you are in love you carry it around with you -

you dont have to keep on trying to remember you are in love.
- I think I see what you mean - it just comes naturally.

l/2l
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- Tell me, is there an actual connection between the inner and
the outer worlds?
- Yes, the connection is memory.
There are different kinds
of memory.
On the physical level there is short term memory only We very soon forget what we experience because it goes into the past.
On the subtle level there is long term memory also ••• and so we can
remember things very clearly which happened a long time ago.
But
on the causal level there is no need for memory at all because
everything is I now 1 •
There is no. such thing as the past and
the future.
You mean the whole of our life is 1 nowt ?
- Yes, it is all there at once.
People often talk about living in the t now r - do you think
that is what they mean?
- I don't know - I often wonder what they mean.
What I mean
is not something within our direct control.
- You mean it comes naturally?
- Yes, as a result of the meditation.
But of course all three
kinds of memory can be going on simultaneously.

